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H ow M any Followers?

Now W hat?!
Ë

Just because someone follows you on one of your social media profiles
doesn’t mean they are a customer.

Ë

Successful businesses know how to turn their followers into customers.

Ë

Social media is great for brand awareness, but that’s useless if it’s not leading
to conversions.

Think About R elationships!

Think About R elationships!
Ë
Ë
Ë

Accumulating followers is important but if those followers aren’t listening
and engaging it’s all for nothing!
Even worse… if none of them turn into brand ambassadors your brand won’t
last long.
The actual most important social media statistic is “The R atio.” That is, the
amount of engagement you have on your profile compared to your overall
subscriber count.

W hat’s Y our R atio?
Ï

Ï

Ï

Achieving a solid ratio is naturally more difficult than just gaining followers. Think of it this way:
Do all of your friends want to talk about the exact same topics with you and spend the same
amount of time with you? Probably not.
There will be some consumers who want as many details about your brand as you can give them,
some who would like to hear from you twice a week, and some who just want to know about
significant moments for your brand. Find the balance!
Moreover, the reality is that only a small percentage of subscribers will see your posts, and an
even smaller number will engage with them. Understanding that not every consumer will become
a brand ambassador is a bitter pill to swallow. However, once you’ve taken that pill and learned
what certain groups of fans want, here are ways to elevate regular fans to all
-important brand
ambassadors.

B rand Awareness Strategy
Ï

According to CMI’s 2016 B2B report:

“77% of B2B marketers are making brand
awareness their top goal in content marketing”
Ï

In order for your business to stay competitive, you’ll need to optimize your brand awareness
strategy. One of the best ways to do this is to turn your social followers into brand ambassadors.

K now Y our Target Audience

Choose
the R ight
Platforms

B rand Ambassador Programs
Ï

Ï

Informal: These unpaid customers are those who talk about your products to
their friends. Much of what they say is by word of mouth. Occasionally, they
may also share your stories online. Since it is not their normal business, you will
have to motivate them to talk some more to their networks.
Influencers: Experts, celebrities, or professionals who are paid to promote your
products/services/brand.

Informal B rand Ambassadors
Ï

True success comes when your customers feel so enthusiastic, they share the news about your
products and services with their friends. In an online environment, that could mean something as small
as checking in with a positive comment. They may also snap a photo of your products and share it
across social media.

Ï

WORD OF MOUTH REFERRALS WIN EVERY TIME!

H ow to Convert Followers Into B rand
Ambassadors
STEP 1: Ask!
Ë

This may seem like a simple first step, but some brands still miss it, or even shy away from it because they don’t
want to be too imposing.

Ë

In every transaction you have with customers, encourage them to share information about your business on
various social media channels. If you have a brick-and-mortar location, have signage that lets customers know
the various social media sites where you’re active. Print a reminder to follow you on every receipt and email you
send, as well as on the checkout confirmation page on your website.

Converting Followers Into B rand Ambassadors
STEP 2: Provide TOP NOTCH customer service
Ë

B rand ambassadors are created when companies impress their customers. This starts with offering a superlative
product or service, but the way you treat your customers is an integral part of it.

Ë

If you don’t already, strive to offer above-and-beyond service that gives your customers such a positive
experience they feel as though they’re personally invested in your success.

Ë

It could be something as simple as remembering their previous purchases or asking how their day is going. At
that point, they’ll be more likely to become your most enthusiastic cheerleaders, interacting with you on social
media and sharing your posts with a few words about their own personal experiences with your brand.

Ë

Even when they’re offline, they’ll tell friends, family and associates about your business, bringing you more
customers.

“Providing excellent social customer care is crucial
for any brand that wants to s ucceed on s ocial. Our
data found that 29% of consumers are more likely to
go to a competitor if they’re ignored on social. S o
each comment you mis s is potentially los t revenue.”
Sprout Social, March 2019

Converting Followers Into B rand Ambassadors
STEP 3: Reward Engagement
Ï

Anyone who has a kid (or a dog) knows that a great way to reinforce “good behavior” is by giving a reward. So when your social followers show
slightly more than the average amount of engagement within your social posts, reward them!

Ï

Use a good social media marketing tool to assess how much certain social followers are engaging with your posts. Perhaps some are constantly
retweeting your blog links, asking questions on Facebook, or writing more than just one or two sentences in reply to you in a LinkedIn group.
Those individuals are prime targets for you to bestow rewards on.

Ï

R ewards can be small and common-sense, like following back those who follow you, making a point to engage once one of your followers opens
up discussions with you. O r maybe something bigger, like asking their opinion in other discussions, or tagging them in relevant blog posts.

Ï

Showcase the super fans who are getting rewarded. It shows that the brand cares about their ultra-loyal customers, gives other brand
ambassadors something to aspire toward, and makes the fan feel great. It’s a win-win for everyone involved.

R ewarding Engagement:
O ffer Exclusive Promotions
Ï

You’ve got to give your social media followers a reason to follow you. Obviously, they are interested in your brand if
they followed you initially. But if your posts aren’t adding any value to their lives, they could easily unfollow you.

Ï

That’s why you need to offer exclusive promotions to your social media followers. Give them something they can’t get
on your website or anywhere else.

Ï

Here’s an example of howKAOHS used this strategy on their Instagram story:

O ffer Exclusive Promotions
Ï

It’s simple and effective. This promo code can’t be found by
surfing the web or browsing through the website.

Ï

This was specifically designed for the brand’s Instagram followers.
A user who followed the brand because they were interested but
never actually purchased anything now has an incentive to
become a customer.

Ï

The offer of 30% off is a great deal. It’s enough of a discount to
help drive sales and increase your customer base.

Ï

Try to come up with ways to apply the same tactic to your social
media marketing strategy.

Engagement = R elationship B uilding
Talk to your Followers!
Ï

Wendy’s retweets posts from fans and adds entertaining personal captions to maximize the
engagement snowball effect and build devoted brand champions. As Wendy’s content gets
more retweets, more users are likely to see and engage with it.

Engagement = R elationship B uilding
Talk to your Followers!
Ï

It may seem obvious, butalways
respond to your fans. It’s the best
way to develop a human voice for
your brand and make your audience
feel valued. To illustrate, M oonPie
has developed a quirky voice on
Twitter and is known for getting into
witty back-and-forths with its
followers.

Converting Followers Into B rand Ambassadors
Step 3: (continued) Larger Rewards for Engagement
Ë

R ewards can be big as well, and should be reserved for your most loyal followers, who have built up a social
media “friendship” with your brand over the course of weeks or months. Perhaps, depending on the nature of
your B 2B products and services, you can offer early access to new features or invite them to participate in beta
releases. If you happen to be in the same geographic location, you might also invite them to an office meeting or
networking events focused on common professional interests and goals.

Ë

B uilding relationships, and solidifying them through consistent engagement and rewards, is a great way to get
your followers thinking about how they can help you in return.

Converting Followers Into B rand Ambassadors
Step 4: Let Followers Create Content For You
Ë

Even after you’ve developed solid relationships with your social followers, they still might not immediately take
the next step of spreading your brand message organically. So, spread the word about them. H ow to do this? Let
them be your partners in creating content.

Ë

B y sourcing user-generated content (USG) from your social media followers, they’ll become increasingly
connected and interactive with your brand. This means great things for your lead generation, because 92% of
consumers trust “earned media,” including peer recommendations, above advertising. And, as they produce
content that enhances your brand’s profile, they get more exposure themselves. It’s a win-win for all involved.

Ë

Collect insights from social media engagements and turn them into content. H as someone said something
particularly enlightening in a LinkedIn post? Did they tweet you with a relevant article? If so, use those nuggets
of information in some of your new blog and social media content. Give credit, of course, to those social
followers of yours that first brought the new info to your attention.

Let Followers Create Content: B lenders Eyewear
Ï

They’ve used many social media marketing tactics to go from being a couple guys selling
sunglasses out their backpacks to a seven figure business with hundreds of thousands of
followers.

Ï

First and foremost is the Facebook Advertising strategy the online retailer used toincrease
return on ad spend by 62% and double their click through rate (C TR ). R ather than go the
same route as a lot of e-commerce brands and hard-selling their products with ads,
B lenders let their audience to the talking. They created ads that highlighted customer
reviews and comments about their products instead.

Ï

The combination of customer feedback and visible engagement provided enough social
proof to entice people to click. N ot only were they able to achieve a higher C TR , but the
new approach decreased their cost per click (C PC ) by 40%.

Ï

B lender’s success wasn’t solely from Facebook Ads though. A huge part of their growth is
Instagram. W hen you scroll through their Instagram feed, you’ll see plenty of photos and
videos of people wearing their shades. But they aren’t paid models.

Ï

B lenders uses UGC to help fill up their Instagram feed with high quality photos taken by
other people.

Let Followers Create Content: B lenders Eyewear

Let Followers Create Content: Apple
Ï

Apple launched its official
Instagram account last year to
showcase iPhone photography
exclusively.

Ï

The company invited iPhone users
to submit photos and videos using
the hashtag #ShotoniPhone.

Ï

The account features the best
submissions, including quotes and
voiceovers by the photographers,
as well as the photographers’
Instagram handles.

Let Followers Create Content: Thomas & Friends
Ï

Thomas & Friendsshares photos
submitted by parents of children
using Thomas & Friends
merchandise.

Ï

In addition to being great content
that feels authentic and human,
it’s a meaningful way to recognize
fans who are highly engaged with
the brand on social media.

Let Followers Create Content: M ini USA
Ï
Ï

Ï

Ï

The automotive brand MINI ran a
social media competition around
the hashtag #FitsInMyMINI .
They invited MINI owners to
submit photos of surprising things
they were able to fit in the
famously small cars.
The prize? MINI shared the best
photos on its Instagram account.
The prospect of recognition is
often more than enough
motivation to inspire participation.
This user photo won MINI’s
#FitsInMyMINI monthly photo
challenge.

Contests
Ï
Ï
Ï
Ï
Ï
Ï
Ï
Ï
Ï

Social media sites are one of the best ways to
run a profitable giveaway. That’s because it encourages
user-generated content.
As a result, you’ll also increase your brand exposure. If you can get your followers to enter your contest by posting content
on their
own profiles, their followers will see it as well.
This will lead to more followers on your page, which will ultimately result in more customers.
Roughly 59% of peoplesaid they followed a brand on social media because they were interested in the promotions that brand was
offering.
If you’re always running new contests and other promotions, you are increasing the chances of getting more followers. Plus,
hist
type of content keeps your audience engaged.
Furthermore, more than 75% of consumers made a purchase because of social media. Users are 57.5% more likely to buy
something from a brand they follow on a social network.
Come up with a simple contest. For example, ask your followers to post a picture with your products. Have them tag the postithw
a specific hashtag to enter the contest.
After a predetermined deadline, pick the most creative picture or the one with the most likes, and give them a prize. Just ke
ma
sure the prize is worth it.
People won’t enter a contest if you’re giving away $5. It’s not worth their time and effort. But you’ll definitely get people
interested if you’re offering a $250 gift card.

Contests

Sprout Social, March 2019

Converting Followers Into B rand Ambassadors
Step 5: Repeat & Repeat & Repeat...
Ë

Ë

Ë

You immediately increase customers’ loyalty simply by recognizing that their dedication does not fall on deaf
ears. The great thing about acknowledging one brand ambassador is that it usually makes an entire fan base
excited in the hope that one day, others might have a similar experience. All your ambassadors can live
vicariously through one followers recognition.
Even once you have brand ambassadors, you can’t ever stop rewarding or acknowledging them. Sometimes it’s
impossible to get to everyone, but it’s important to do what you can. A little bit goes a long way, and it’s always
important to show your audience that you’re listening.
It takes work to develop brand ambassadors, but having them on your side is invaluable. They’ll amplify your
brand on social media and in person. They’ll give you quick feedback. And they’ll set a positive tone for others
that will help you attract more customers and bolster engagement rates. Those are the metrics that matter.

O utcome: M anaging Y our O nline R eputation
Ï

Ï
Ï
Ï

Ï
Ï
Ï
Ï

Online reputation is valuable for any person as well as company. At the same time, it is highly volatile due to the many comm
ents
and discussions which happen on the internet. The worst thing that could happen is for your company to be facing negative
reviews without your knowledge.
There are some tools available to help you monitor your brand’s reputation online. All the same, monitoring alone won’t help
much. You need to be able to mitigate negative publicity.
If something really bad is said about your brand, then your PR team may not be in a position to sort it out. And this is wher
e your
brand ambassadors comes in.
Since they are well known and highly respected, all you may need is a few positive comments to negate the bad report. Someone
with a high authority can easily overturn the negative comments on a forum or blog and make it seem that you were unfairly
targeted.
It gets better if this person has already influenced some of his friends and they have had a good experience with your brand.
If this
is on social media and your brand ambassador shares it, his friends will quickly pick on it.
In no time, your critics will either be silenced or they will have to tone down the attack because they most likely don’t hav
e the
kind of authority your brand ambassador has.
Such situations are common in industries where the competition is so stiff that underhand tactics are used to gain an upper
and.
h
It may also happen in cases where a genuine mistake was done in your company and now it is being talked about online.

O utcome: B uilding Trust

Y our content can’t just sell, sell, sell…remember
relationships are important!
Ï

Wholesome Culture is a fashion brand aimed at people who live a plant
-based lifestyle. The brand’s focus and mission is
to make cruelty-free clothing while spreading the message of plant
-based eating and helping the environment.

Ï

One strategy they implement is posting content based on viral memes and pop culture trends.

Ï

These posts often drive the most engagement for their page. In order to capitalize on the momentum they get from
these posts, they typically sandwich them in between content that’s more directly related to the products they sell.

Ï

Notice that they don’t just post random memes. They cater to Wholesome Culture’s audience and overall message of
being animal friendly. The memes help attract the right audience, and hopefully people are intrigued enough to learn
more about the brand behind the posts.

Ï

Another tactic Wholesome Culture uses on Instagram is sharing short videos of vegan recipes.

Conclusion
Ï

Having lots of followers on social media is great. But you need to find ways to convert these followers into brand
ambassadors, and in turn, customers.

Ï

Start by establishing a presence on as many social platforms as you can manage. Then, research your target audience so
you can appropriately market on each channel.

Ï

Stay active on a regular basis. Make sure you’re always responding to your followers, keeping them engaged.

Ï

Offer exclusive discounts and promotions, and run contests. Partner with social media ambassadors to increase your
brand awareness.

Ï

If you embrace a brand ambassador program, you’ll have more than just lots of followers. You’ll end up with an increase
in your desired outcome: sales, more donations, etc.

Q uestions?
THANK YOU!
Brittany Keller
bkeller@ursuline.org

